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Abstract

Due to the fact that methodological pluralism produces better quality statistics than a single approach, multiple studies techniques have replaced 
single studies techniques as the preferred method among researchers. That results from a paradigm shift away from the use of conventional 
mono methods, the acceptance of the incompatibility thesis, or the continuation of the paradigm wars and toward the use of a few different study 
viewpoints. There is growing evidence that there is no single, all-powerful study method. Each technique has advantages in addition to limitations. 
The primary issue of mono methodology is the failure to recognise those boundaries.
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Introduction

This isn't always to mention that the traditions of disciplinary limitations 
have to be set aside. Using a unmarried studies paradigm and insisting on 
disciplinary limitations entrap pupils in a fake assumption that know-how 
is a truth withinside the Wallerstein feel. Multiple views supply scope for 
interdisciplinarity. By assisting a couple of studies procedures we're aware of 
the truth that they have to now no longer be used for the sake of it, however as 
a substitute for his or her cappotential to reply sure styles of studies questions. 
Although, the principal attention while choosing method is to envision which 
technique will high-satisfactory solution the studies question, many fields are 
advocating and the use of combined techniques due to the cost and benefits 
that they offer. In essence, 'qualitative statistics offer an in depth expertise of 
a trouble at the same time as quantitative statistics offer a greater popular 
expertise of a trouble'.

Despite the developing reputation of combined techniques studies 
(MMR) in different fields its dialogue and utilisation in monetary and control 
sciences is highly new. Even aleven though integration of techniques has a 
protracted records in studies practice, combined techniques studies have 
become accepted from the Nineteen Nineties due to the preference amongst 
researchers to triumph over the tensions with inside the epistemological, 
ontological, methodological, axiological and doxological variations of 
quantitative and qualitative studies. That brought about the emergence of 
phrases which include multi-technique studies, nested analysis, a couple of 
stranding, blending, blending, combining and integrating in handling each 
studies views [1].

Description

We intentionally favor to use the time period combined techniques studies 
(MMR) because it has won forex with inside the extant literature and it captures 

well the essence of mixing studies methodologies higher than the opposite 
phrases. MMR is an: umbrella time period making use of to nearly any scenario 
in which a couple of methodological technique is utilized in aggregate with 
another, usually, however now no longer essentially, regarding a aggregate 
of at the least a few factors drawn from every of qualitative and quantitative 
procedures to studies. It is noteworthy that Christ currently mentioned combos 
of a couple of qualitative procedures with inside the context of MMR [2].

However, the usage of a couple of qualitative procedures is frequently 
mentioned the use of the idea of tri-angulation as is in short tested with inside 
the subsequent segment. We take the definition given via way of means of 
Bazeley because the historical past for our study, even though the controversy 
at the definition of MMR continues to be raging in educational circles. 
Whatever definition is preferred, what's beneficial is to make sure that blending 
isn't always handled in a superficial way as explicated in segment 2 of this 
article. It has to be each at philosophical and methodological ranges instead of 
handiest on the studies techniques phases. The extraordinary boom of MMR 
with inside the ultimate 20 years can be attributed to numerous elements which 
include the popularity that the complexity of modern studies troubles warrants 
multi-faceted studies designs and techniques the cappotential to reply studies 
questions that the opposite methodologies cannot and it gives the researcher 
the opportunity of concurrently growing and verifying idea with inside the 
equal study; the upward thrust of a technology of students that challenged 
the traditional methods of considering the studies process openness to 
methodological innovation and complementarity; the life of examples of the 
a success programs of studies techniques that don't observe the quantitative-
qualitative divide the attractiveness that bringing collectively each quantitative 
and qualitative studies, in order that the strengths of each procedures are 
combined, results in a higher expertise of studies troubles than both technique 
alone and the popularisation of the mixing of studies techniques via way of 
means of the extant literature and the book of complete combined techniques 
books and the Journal of Mixed Methods which is dedicated completely to 
publishing combined techniques studies articles. The International Journal 
of Social Research Methodology: Theory and Practice (2005) and Journal 
of Multiple Research Approach every dedicated a whole difficulty to articles 
that included studies techniques. Despite its developing reputation dissenting 
perspectives nonetheless linger today. De Loo and Lowe argue that the 
capacity contribution of MMR to know-how is frequently oversold [3].

The different criticisms of MMR are as follows there's no settlement at 
the definition of the technique; now no longer all researchers are equipped 
with inside the complete spectrum of studies techniques and procedures, 
consequently MMR calls for a group technique to studies, a version which 
won't be attractive to a few researchers; the 2 studies paradigms are primarily 
based totally on one of a kind axiological, epistemological, ontological and 
methodological assumptions that render their methodological eclecticism 
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untenable, in line with the methodological purists or fundamentalists; a number 
of the MMR conceptual layout fashions aren't always transferred to a studies 
context, forcing researchers to evolve and integrate current fashions to create 
their own; now no longer all of the studies questions can be spoke back via 
way of means of MMR as 'the high-satisfactory technique for any given study... 
can be merely QUAL or merely QUAN, instead of combined' and there's no 
consensus at the middle traits of the field. Moreover, a few argue that MMR is: 
inherently greater costly than the use of both the quantitative-handiest or the 
qualitative-handiest procedures greater time ingesting than the use of both 
the quantitative-handiest or the qualitative-handiest procedures, specifically for 
time certain tasks which include master's and doctoral research and reduced 
in size paintings tough to put in force and maximum MMR research have a 
post-positivist bias with an inclination of subordinating the qualitative strand 
to the quantitative one. Although Tashakkori and Teddlie went a protracted 
manner toward addressing those criticisms, we would love to emphasize that 
we accept as true with many theorists that the studies technique utilized in any 
research have to be decided via way of means of the studies trouble and its 
epistemological framing. Indeed, pupils which include Saunders, Lewis and 
Thornhill argue that the studies trouble determines the studies technique and 
the techniques hired when it comes to statistics had to solution the questions, 
in which such statistics is and the way such statistics is to be gathered and 
analysed [4].

Both phrases and numbers carry which means which is wanted in 
absolutely expertise the world. It is clear that there's advantage in combining 
the complementary strengths of qualitative and quantitative studies techniques 
while carrying out a study. MMR has cost to diverse disciplines. The principal 
appeal of MMR is that it: can concurrently cope with a numerous variety of 
confirmatory and exploratory questions and unmarried-technique research 
frequently cope with handiest one or the opposite 2 Mixed techniques studies 
as opposed to classical triangulation Denzin cautions researchers now no 
longer to confuse triangulation for combined techniques studies.

However, our revel in in supervising graduate studies within side the 
beyond ten years demonstrates that there is lots of misunderstanding around 
'triangulation' as a idea utilized in social technological know-how method and 
'triangulation' as a studies layout in MMR Indeed, 'the switch of the perception 
of triangulation from trigonometry to the area of combined techniques 
[appears] to have converted it right into a fuzzy concept with a lot of viable 
meanings' Further, the time period triangulation has been used a lot that it 
has misplaced its which means altogether. Although, classical triangulation 
can be traced to the 'multi-trait, multi-technique matrix' of Campbell and Fiske, 
its authentic utilization in social technological know-how studies turned into 
related to validity checking thru the usage of a couple of source, or technique 
of statistics collection. Many researchers keep to confuse triangulation with 
combined techniques layout. It isn't always unusual to discover a researcher 

such as a few interviews and participatory commentary statistics inside a 
quantitative survey layout and construing the studies technique to be MMR. 
Rather, such research has to be termed combined-mode studies or multi-
techniques studies. MMR is going past an insignificant superficial aggregate of 
statistics from quantitative and qualitative techniques [5].

Conclusion

For instance, in methodological triangulation the purpose is to test an 
solution, 'now no longer with a view to benefit similarly statistics so that you 
can produce an solution'. This can also additionally contain one of a kind 
reassets of qualitative statistics (e. g. interviews, documents, commentary) 
and now no longer always quantitative and qualitative reassets. The subject of 
methodological triangulation is validation and now no longer development. In 
that feel it's far greater of a size method than a studies layout.
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